
H2H3 RUN #436 – Saturday 4th July 2020 

20 Years of Hashing (Founded 8th July 2000) 

Hash Trash Run #1 can be found HERE 

 

LOCATION:  South of Soi 112 and East side of Route 2004 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.472167, E 99.906833 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/eYaRdrwW5r82 

 

Hares:  Tinks & Golden delicious 

Biermeister Team:  JT & LWO 

Tax Collector:  Tinks 

Ice Man:  Mudman 

Hash Scribe:  Head Ballcock (Briefing and DD’s by Tinks) 

 

NUMBER OF HASHERS: 33 

 

Briefing (by Tinks) 

Tinks called the pack to order to advise on the trail markings and hazards.  There being two trails, 

a Rambo and a Walkers trail with one split and one merge.  The Split sign was an upside down HHH 

sign to show the correct direction for runners and walkers.  You would find a CB (Check Back) sign 

which required you to retrace your steps and look for alternative trail but not returning to a check  

You may also find a FT (False Trail) sign which required you to return back to the check and look 

for an alternative option..  Toilet paper also used in tall grass to assist in following trail.  No barbed 

wire, only some electric fence wire (not live when laying trail) marked with plastic bags.  Possibility 

of cows but had been penned every time the hares went out. 

 

The Trail (By HBC) 

Despite warnings of wet conditions by the Hare we were lucky enough to have dry conditions both 

above and at ground level.  We set of promptly at 5pm but to everyone's surprise our 'navigator 

extra ordinaire' -Sodomy was absent which I guess was no real surprise. 

 

The trail for the runners /walkers was generally flat and quite scenic.  It was well identified with 

shredded paper at low level and toilet paper festooned at strategic locations in the tall grass.  

Very handy should anyone get caught short on route.  There were plenty of checks and CBs with 

one false trail to slow down the front runners to keep them in sight. of the slower runners.  As we 

progressed along the trails the front runners pulled away from the slower ones and eventually 

disappeared from view.  We were regaled after 45 or so minutes to hear On On cries from behind 

us as Sodomy charged into view and sped past at a good pace trying to catch the front runners.  

Strange to see a half-naked red skinned Farang racing through the under growth as if his life 

depended on it. What must the locals have thought! 

 

Everyone returned safely to the start with Sodomy finishing in about 5th place a creditable 

performance.  Even Cathusalem and Gary got round the walker’s trail albeit somewhat slowly. 



 

After the circle we all went our separate ways as no On On After was arranged due to confusion 

as to whether alcohol was being served or not in restaurants.  We went to the Isan restaurant on 

Pala U road with Rubber Scrubber and Scrubbers Bugger, alcohol was being served. 

 

Circle (By Tinks) 

Slime stand in JT:  Early starter on hash, and also heard post hash to say that Lucky Me’s cooking 

was worse than the crisps in the packet. 

Sodomy:  Late arrival so didn’t understand the signage used on the trails.   

Jeff:  Returner been away in Shanghai were he lives and came to Hua Hin for CNY and has been 

stuck here since. 

Herby:  Virgin Hasher introduced by Rubber Scrubber and living in Hua Hin. Enjoyed the Hash and 

should be joining us again. 

Cock in a Frock, Brambles, Mudman:  CiaF taking the walkers trail and was redirected by Brambles 
while Mudman was on the main trail but not calling but walking rather than running along the fence 

line and pineapple field to avoid damage to his ankle. 

JT, Swindlers Pissed, Jeff, Brambles:  SCB’s, having been seen by Tinks and feeling guilty went 

back onto the true trail.  

Tinks:  Called in by JT for acting as the Fun Police and stopping the SCB’s from short cutting to 

the walker’s trail.  

Cathusalem, Gary: Returners and last home on trail.  Refusing offers of short cuts as Tinks had 
advised in the pre hash briefing there were no short cuts. 

Jeff, Gary, Pussy Galore, Master Baker:  American Independence Day celebration 



Swindlers Pissed & Rubber Duck: next week’s CAH3 hash location on open ground opposite White 

Stone Villas near Sawanboutique and Hospital 5 

 

Additional Input from Cathusalem 

Here's a little postscript to Head Ballcock's excellent and lighting fast notes. 

 

When you called for a scribe, Brambles Bill told me it had to be me and did stick my hand up but 

never mind.  I would have had to find out the story about Sodomy and padded out my own story of 

enjoying the trail so much that No Name Gary and myself dawdled all the way round.  I did remark 

early on that it was an interesting area but you could easily go wrong and so it transpired. 

 

We'd skirted a field heading towards a wood, which I remarked to Gary I remembered.  The path 

into the wood was well trodden but after a while (too long really) we realised there was no paper 

so back we went and found we should have turned left instead of going straight on into the wood.  

There were a few more occasions when it needed a teamwork of two to find the correct trail but 

the paper was just enough and the checks well broken. 

 

So, thank you Tinks for a very well-crafted trail in beautiful and varied countryside By the way, I 

realise this effort is not going to let me off being called to scribe in the near future.  

 

On On 

Tinks 


